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Abstract

This paper describes a simple variable thickness ruled edged slicing algorithm that
produces slices with zero integrated error. In its present state, the algorithm requires pre
sampled data to be taken from the STL file. Data points are extracted in a cylindrical
coordinate system giving values ofradius at regular intervals AS and Az. Using this data,
the algorithm creates slices based on averaging of the data points and the slope of line
segments connecting them. Error based constraints are used to determine slice thickness.
A three-dimensional visualization technique using color contour plots (representing error)
on the surface of the prototyped model provides a means of evaluating the accuracy of
the prototyped part.

Introduction

Figure 1
Stair-stepping effect of vertical edges

Figure 2
Improved surface quality of ruled edges

Most of the rapid prototyping systems currently
available use vertical (zero order) edge layers to build parts
(de Jager, 1997). Vertical edged layers result in parts with
stair-stepping surfaces, see Figure 1. Vertical edge rapid
prototyping systems use relatively thin layers to improve
surface accuracy. Very large parts, on the order of feet or
meters, become difficult and expensive to build from thin
layers. Thick layers enable the building ofvery large parts
without expensive increases in time. Higher order edge
types should be used for thick layers to maintain as much
accuracy as possible. Figure 2 shows a ruled (first order)
edge, which is the simplest of the higher order edge types.
Note that the surface quality of the ruled layer is much
better than the quality of the vertical layer.

Several research groups from around the world are
working on large-scale rapid prototyping with ruled edges.
The groups have developed several different types of ruled
edge definitions. Three basic types ofedges will be
discussed in this paper. Hope discussed two ofthe basic types (Hope, 1997b), which are derived
from the vertical edge types discussed by Dutta (Dutta, 1996). He labels the two types tolerance
all outside and tolerance all inside. The two edge types will be referred to as outside and inside
ruled edges respectively. Outside ruled edges, lines 3 and 6 in Figure 3, completely contain the
original volume of the model and can be sanded down to get a better approximation. Inside ruled
edges, lines 1 and 4 in Figure 3, fit entirely within the original surface so that a prototyped part
could physically fit inside the original part. Material could be added to the prototyped part to
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Figure 3
Ruled edge types

make it identical to the original part.• A third type of ruled edge definition is the zero integrated
error ruled edge slice (ZIGER slice)definition, lines 2 and 5 in Figure 3.
AZIGER surfacerepresentsthe surface where positive and negative
surface deviations sumto zero producing a surface thatis both inside and
outside the originalpart.

Shape MakerII, anRPsystem developed by Lee and Thomas at
the University ofUta.h'iuses a very simple algorithm to create ruled edge
slices (Lee, 1997). Surface contours are extracted from an STL model at
regular intervals ••ofheight. .• Layersare. then.defmed by connecting
successiv~cont()ur~with rulededg;es.Thismethodcreates both outside
andinsi~eedges.representedbylines 1· and.6 in Figure3. TrueSurf, an
RP system developed by Hope atthe·University ofQueensland (Hope,
1997a), USes a differentslice generation algorithm. Slices ofregldar
thickness are defmedbyaline tangenttothe slice cross section at the slice
center,representedby lines 3 and 4. As with·Snape Maker II, TruSurf
creates outside and insided ruled edges. Some preliminary work on
ZIGER edges has been conducted at the UniversityofUtah using
wavelets and quasi-wavelets (Lee, 1997). An important characteristic of
the different slice types is edge matching. Connecting interpolated loops
(Lee and Thomas) leads to layer edges that match from layer to layer.
Slices defined by tangents and ZIGER. edges will not meet unless slice
boundaries are chosen so that the edgesJine up. That requires an adaptive
thickness algorithm.

Adaptive slicing provides a means ofimproving the surface
quality oflarge-scale rapid prototyping.• With adaptive layer thickness it is possible to have thin
layers where surface complexityi is high and thick layers where. there ·is little surface complexity.
Most of the current adaptive thickness ruled edge algorithms are error based. Work by Dutta
(REFERENCE)withvertic.a1 edgesllsesitheconc~ptofcuspheight, shown as OD in Figure 4a.
de Jager (de Jager, 1997) extendedtheconceptofcllspheight to ruled edges,shown as 0] in
Figure 4b.• Hopecreatecladualcuspheight,shownasE 3j1d OR in Figure 4c (Hope, 1997b). In
all cases the variable thickness <algorithm works byperforming a.systematic search to maximize
the thickness of each layer without exceeding a threshold cusp height value.

a.

Figure 4
Variablethickness algorithm error measures

c.



ZIGER Averaging Slicer
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Figure 5
Concept ofradial slicer applied to a surfac.e

ofrevolution

Equation 1
[lr(z)dz

r=~O__
Zl -Zo

Adaptive Thickness Error Definition

The focus of this paper is a slicing algorithm for. the creation ofZIGER slices. The basic
concepts and mathematics behind the slicer will be introduced here. For the initial discussion,
assume that the geometry to be constructed is dermed by a surface.of revolution. FigureS shows
a schematic diagram ofhow the slicer would work with such a surface. A ZIGER slice surface
can be defmed as a slice slope passing through a slice radius. at the slice midline. The slice
radius is simplythe average value radius between the slice boundaries. The slice slope is the
average value of slope between the slice bOUl1daries.
This procedure creates aZIGER surface because the
integral of the radial errors (using both positive and
negative error) along the surface is zero. General
equations for the ZIGER ruled slice are. as follows:

rd:i:)dz
s = Equation 2

Zl -Z2

where r is the slice radius, r(z) is the radius at a given
height z, and s is the slice slope. Itis possible to
generalize the method beyond the surface of revolution.
Later in this paper one such method is tested as afrrst
step toward developing a truly·usefulZIGER slicing
algorithm.

Figure 6
Error of ZIOE ruled surface

The ZIGER averaging slicer lends itself to a new and
sophisticated defmition of slice error. The error defmitions
described in the introduction consideredi.only one or two
measures of error at points on theslic.est.trface.It would
be more. desirable to have somemeast.treoferror
representing the entire surface.Oneisuchmeasure will.be
proposed here. Once again,considerthe)special case.ofa
surface of revolution.•. Figure6sl:to"\\T~howthe conceptof
errOt.can be dermed usingtheZI<.l~~islice. In the.figure
the originalsurface is shown &sa grayline and the
reconstructed surface is shown as a black line. Error is
defmed as the radius of the original surface subtracted
from the radius ofthe original surface. Note that if the
errors are integrated along the height of the slice,· the result
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iszero(p.ositiveandnegative error cancel), see Eq. 3. A useful definition oferror is the average
absolute error, Eabs ,.which provides a meaningful measure oferror over theelltire surface of the

Anotb.erusefill indicationpferror is the maximum absolute error, E::;':' , that

occurs anywhere within th~.slice, s~e Eq.5.

Zl -zo

E::;':' =max~tre (z)- ro(z~)

Equation 3

Equation 4

Equation 5

The adaptive ZIGEltedge.slicer.works like any •• otheradal'tiveslicer. Inthiscase th~slicerwill

attemptto maximize the thickn.essof each layer without exceeding the specified average absolute
error and maximum absolute error thresholds.

An AeJaptive ZIGERSlicer

Itisalwaysusefulto begin with aisimplifiedl110del to test anew algprithm. For this
paper aisilllplealgorithm for adaptive slicing ofany general single valued surface will be
describe.Q. The algorithm contains three distinct components, a pre-sampler, a ZIGER slicer, and
anadaptive.thiGkness algorithm.

Pre-sampling

.A surface Qfrevolutionprovides a simpleitnple.mentatiou ofthe (llgorithm, but a surface
ofrevolutipn is notvery interestirlg.J\.slightlymoreinterestinglllqQelcan be defined as a. sirlgle
v(lluedsurface in a cylindrical coordinate system. It is possible to use a coordinate transfOl'J.llt()
converttbetriangledata of a sin~IesurfaceSTL file from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates. A
further useful shnplification is supply the algorithm with values ofradius salllpled atregular

a b
FigtJ1'e7

Head in STL fonn and as regularly sampled points
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b
Figure 8

Data sampling

a

intervals ~e and liz from the STL model in cylindrical coordinates. Figure 7a shows a single
valued STL model ofa human head. Figure 7b shows a single valued set ofpoints representing
the surface of the STL model which were sampled at regular intervals in a cylindrical coordinate
system.

There are several issues involved in sampling points from triangles. The most important
issue is the loss of surface detail. It is difficult to precisely locate a specific feature with a regular
grid, but it is possible to sample data points so that the details are partially represented. A good
STL sampling algorithm has two parts, a
triangle interpolator and a point averager.
Figure Sa shows how the process of
triangle interpolation works. Figure Sb
shows how point averaging works.
When the density of triangles in the STL
file is higher than the density ofpoints to
be sampled, it is best to use some kind of
averaging sampler. An averaging
sampler works by averaging the values
ofpoints within the neighborhood of the
point to be sampled. Weightings based
on the distance of a point from the point to be sampled can be easily applied. If there are fewer
than four points in the neighborhood ofthe point to be sampled, triangle interpolation should be
used. It is always desirable to over-sample data points. The averaging sampler is just a fallback
for situations where over-sampling is not practical for computational reasons.

Slicer

Using a simplified set ofregularly sampled data
makes implementation of the ZIGER slicing algorithm
trivial. Figure 9 shows a schematic of data points along a
column of data representing the cross section of a surface at
a particular angle theta. The gray points and their
connecting lines represent the surface of the original part.
The black points and their connecting lines represent the
surface of a reconstructed slice at the particular angle. It is
possible to create the entire slice by individual calculation
and slope and radius for each cross sectional angle. For
example, if a model were sampled with an incremental angle
of one degree, 359 cross sections would have to be
processed for each slice. Then each of the cross sections
would be laced together to form the actual slice geometry.
Calculation of a single slice cross section at a particular
angle is carried out with the following formulas:

positive
error

Figure 9
Regularly sampled surface points
representing slice cross section a

particular angle theta

r
N

Equation 10
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Equation 11

wher~)~istheisecti~naEsHceradius, s is theseqtional slice slope,Az istheslicethickD,es§, and
Nisthenumber ofpoints in the slice. One Fand one s would be calculated for each angle of
each slice.

Adaptive Slicing

ErrorcolllPutati()nfotada:pti,,~sli¢ingisalsoeasy because ofthetegul~ly sampled input
datapoints.. A.JooklltFigur~9showsthatthereare discrete p0itlts in the original.and
reconstl'Ucted.surfaces, eachhaving a.discrete error. The slice errors are calculated using every
pointin the slice at allheightsz and all angles e.

ZlGE= ~N••(~·••• rre. -raJ = 0L "'- ',J I,j
;=1 j=l

Equation 12

Equation 13

Equation 14

21.5
h81ght(z)

- OriglntllllUrfiIoe
- Reconatruclild aurfiloe

o+----.,-----,--------~r-------.-----'-~

o 0.5

0.5

where the error variables are
the same as those dermed in
Eqs. 3...5.•• Ne represents the
nUlllberofangularcross
sections,andNz represents the
nUlllbef'gfverticall'Oints
inside tile sliceJor a given
angular cross. section. Slice
thickness is determined by
increasing the number of
verticaE.pointsusedto .derme a
layer without exceeding the
dual error criteria, Eabs. and

E:::. A sample ofthe slices
g~nerated at one radial cross
section is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10
Plot ofslices on a single radial cross section through head
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Error Visualization

Figure 11
Gray mapped contour plot oferror on head

reconstructed from slices
Black represents surfaces that protrude

outward, white represents recessed surfaces

For further evaluation ofthe algorithm an error visualization system using color contour
plots representing radial error on the surface ofthe reconstructed part were created. In its true
form, the algorithm uses a color map. Areas that
protrude from the actual surface are·shaded blue,
areas that are inside the actual surface are red, and
areas that are close to the original are green. For
this paper a grayscale colormap was used. Areas
that are black represent reconstructed surfaces that
extend radially beyond the original surface. Areas
that are white represent reconstructed surfaces that
are inside the original surface. Figures 11 and 12
show two ofthose plots using a grayscale
colormap. Lighting of the surface caused problems
with this particular visualization. Places where the
light shines directly, the forehead and chin, have
been whitened producing a misrepresentation ofthe
actual error. A look at the head shows a banding
effect where dark bands indicate boundary edges
along the forehead. A look at Figure 12 shows a
close up view ofthe head. It should be possible to
pick out the slice boundaries from the plot, even in
areas where banding is not pronounced.

Figure 12
Close up of error plot of reconstructed head

Conclusions

The zero integrated error ruled edge slice
defmition provides an alternative to other slicing
defmitions. The advantages ofthe slice defmition
include the fact that it produces a slice with zero
integrated error, it provides a sophisticated measure
oferror across the entire slice instead ofat one
point, and it can be used as an adaptive thickness
slicing algorithm. As presented here, the slicer is
only useful for single valued surfaces. It is a
simple fast step that proves that the method can
work for adaptive thickness ruled edge slicing.

The sophisticated error measures afforded
by the algorithm allow slicing with higher
accuracy. The important measures oferror are the
average absolute error, and the maximum absolute
error. As stated, these measures are easily adapted
to adaptive thickness slicing by using a dual error threshold criteria to determine the thickness of
each slice. These errors are representative ofthe entire slice, not just a point on the slice.
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With more work the slicer can be modified to work with generalized geometry including
multiple contour parts and sectional transition parts.
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